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Based on a hard-sphere model for superfluid helium we derive a microscopic theory for quasiparticle
interactions in this liquid. A satisfactory upper bound for the roton-roton collision frequency is obtained from
this model. This theory also leads to an attractive coupling of two rotons with opposite momenta but the
coupling strength is an order of magnitude larger than the phenomenological estimates based on experiments.
However, as our analysis reveals, this large couphng strength is compatible with other physical considerations
presented in this paper and does not contradict experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The elementary excitations in superfluid helium
have been the subject of many theoretical investi. -
gations during the thirty years following the pio-
neering work of Landau. ' A qualitative form of
the excitation spectrum was advanced by Landau
on phenomenoiogical grounds (see Fig. i).
The first microscopic theory of the excitations
in a seeaAly interacting Bose gas was developed
by Bogoliubov, ' and various attempts have been
made since then to derive the excitation spectrum
of a Pizute Bose gas from first principles. ' ' A
microscopic appxoach for the dense case, based
on hard-sphere interaction was put forward by
%ong and Huang' and Meyer. 9 This type of ap-
proach, '' as opposed to the method of correlated
basis functions by Feenberg and co-workers'0 or
a variational calculation by Feynman and Cohen, "
seems to be very useful for exploring the inter-
actions between excitations, such as roton-roton
binding energy and roton collision frequency in
superfluid helium at realistic densities.
Qf the experiments which yield information on
roton-roton interactions, those of Qreytak" and
Qreytak et al'."on Haman scattering give the most
specific information. Because of energy-momen-
tum conservation, only pairs of excitations with
equal and opposite momenta participate in the
light-scattering process, a situation first appre-
ciated by Bailey. '~ Furthermore, the light-induced
dipole-dipole interaction in liquid helium having
a 5 =2 symmetry is responsible f'or the fact that in
lowest order of the electric interaction only / =2
components of a pair of elementary excitations is
observable in a Raman scattering experiment.
This was pointed out first by Stephen. " One of the
peculiarities of the observed Baman spectrum is
that the two-loton peak gives rise to an energy
shift of 0.37 'K below 2th, , the minimum energy
of a noninteracting roton pair. Huvalds and
Zawadowski' (HZ), Iwamoto, " and Greytak ei ai. "
explained this shift using a model in which op-
posite momentum pairs form bound states in the
roton region.
Other information on the roton-roton interaction
is provided by roton scattering experiments.
Greytak and Yan" measured the temperature de-
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FIG. 1. Excitation spectrum of superfluid helium pro-
posed by Landau.
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pendence of the linewidth of the excitation spec-
trum via Raman scattering and inferred roton
collision frequency. Roton collision-frequency
data. have also been obtained by Brewer and
Edwards" from viscosity measurements. Both
these experiments lead to a collision frequency
'
=Bn„,
where n„ is the roton number density and B is
about 2&10 "cm' sec ' and only very weakly
temperature dependent.
Various attempts have been made to explain
these effects with the help of ad hoc model poten-
tials such as ~ functions, " exponentials or step
functions, ' as well as potentials based on hydro-
dynamic considerations such as 5(p,x)(p,x)/x'
-p,p, /x', where p, and p, are the momenta of the
two rotons. '
None of these approaches has succeeded in de-
scribing all experimental results consistently nor
are any derived from a first-principles mic ro-
scopic theory of liquid helium.
In Sec. II of this work we derive a roton-roton
interaction from first principles via the hard-
sphere model developed in Ref. 9, and in Sec. III
we compare this interaction with previous mod-
In Sec. IV we calculate the roton col-
lision frequency based on our interaction. The
calculation of the roton-roton binding energy is
much more complicated and is not in detail dis-
cussed here.
II. ROTON-ROTON INTERACTION
The hard-sphere interaction in liquid helium in
the two-body potential approximation is given by'
that the derivatives on the wave function are out-
side the hard-sphere region. Mass and diameter
of the helium atom are takeIn to be m = 6.7 x 10 '4 g0
and a =2.1 A. The ak and at; are the boson plane-
wave operators.
In order to keep track of the zero momentum
condensate we replace the zero momentum oper-
ator No by
A I
ak ak (4)
and perform a Bolsterli transformation"
bk =a, (N +1) '~'ak
5-=a-(N +1) '~'ao,
No =N- k k
(0 +0). Here N is the total number of particles
and N, is the zero momentum number operator.
II is minimized with respect to a normalized
set of variational ground states ( I iso&]
00
10.'& =II (1 —Ul)"
k&o
(6)
PX=(1—U') ' '( k+Uo&-»),
Pg=(1 —U') ' '(5k +U»5 k},
where k &0 means that the product is taken over
an open semisphere in k spa, ce, such that k is
inside, -k is outside. k=0 is excluded too. The
ground states f I tk,'&] are induced by the Bogoliubov
transformation
12jP t 1 4pg@
2m k k+2V
p, q, k
x V(k, p) a & a ~ a p+ k a q -k
V(k, p) =cos(ka) —alp(p+k)/k] j,(ka}
where the + subscripts mean that we actually
should write a+a, with e-0' in order to insure
such that
Pkl&o&=o; 5klyg=o; leo&=(N))"(ao)"10) (6)
for every k &0.
The Bogoliubov functional U~ is then determined
by the integral equation resulting from the varia-
tional problem. ' The lowest-order terms in H
that have not been diagonalized in this procedure
represent our quasiparticle interaction:
ff.,.=,
~
p' v(k-p, p)If"'(lkl, lpl)P-„'Pkl 0-, +f"(I&l, lpl)PkP'kPpP p],
k, p
(9)
H„., = g& oint
p~-k. p+k~ q
~(k p)fo(lpl 1411p+kl 14 kl)P PqP kP; k- (10)
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where
f'*'(lkl, I pl) = (1 U-, U,)'/(1-U,')(1 U-p),
k(lpi, lql, Ip+ i I, lq-&I)= [(1-U,')(1-&!)(1 Up-, k)(1-U-', -k)j '(1+ terms m
III. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS THEORIES
Let us compare the most important previous
models for roton interactions"'" with Eqs. (9) and
(10).'7 HZ initially proposed" a 5-function inter-
action in configuration space and generalized it
later" to
immediately lead to
Gl"(I &, I, Q) = G'" (I &, I Q)
+ G(o3 &m(IQ I Q)g(»Fgm(Q)
~[1 -g(»F~-(Q)]-
V(k„q,)= Q g',"4vl',* (k,)1', (q, )
= Q g(»(2l+ l)P, (cosg„;) (14)
in order to investigate the different angular mo-
mentum channels separately. Here the F, are
spherical hai monies, I ) Legend re polynomials p
an6 8 the angle between the incoming roton q, and
the outgoing roton R,. The quantities q, and k, are
the corresponding unit vectors. Since Raman in-
duced exeitations have l = 2 symmetry the effective
interaction strength in (14) is g,"~. Using Green's-
function techniques RZ could fit the experimental
binding energy of 0.37 K for two rotons of oppo-
site momenta by choosing the effective interaction
strength g,' = -0.12X 10 "erg em'. The quantity
investigated by RZ is the reduced quasiparticle
Green's function
G', (11,1, Q) = »m, , G,(k, ff k„k,)-
k =0 'L2v
x 1', (k,)1"f (k,)dk', d(u~, dQ(... (15)
where k„=—[~.
..
tt, ], k, [~,=„k,]Z=-, [Q, K] repre-
sent the 4-momentum of the exeitations and the
center-of-mass motion, respectively. The two-
particle Green's function satisfies
G,(k,ff —k„.k, )
= i(2v)'[5'(k, —k,)+ 5'(K —k, —k, )j
xd'&(k, )d'&(K - k,)+ i(2m) 'G" (k,)d"(ff- k, )
d 3 V k,K-k„qsK-q3 C2 @3K—q~, k3,
(16)
where the G('l(k)'s are the free-one-quasiparticle
Green's functions and V is the bare vertex func-
tion for an instantaneous interaction thus (14)-(16)
4m
" k'Z', (lk I )dk(2m)', Q —2e;+ fr
Setting F = 0 and ehosing Q = 0, determined by
the experiment by Greytu, "one fiends g',"from
the pole of Gl,™(Ik, I, Q) in (17). The Green's
function G(o~(k) leading to the result (1V) is for
kT « ~~ assumed to have the form
d" (k) = Z, (I&i)/(~ —ek+ ktf') . (19)
&& 5p, (cos&)p(lp (-,PpP p.
Here we retained only the j = 2 component to
account for the rotational symmetry of the quasi-
particles. The quantity 4'~ ( I it I, I p I ), computed
in Appendix B [in Appendix B we also present
&'"(I&i, lpl) m a sep»abl«ormj, is
The quantity T' is the single-particle width, as-
sumed to be energy independent, and Z, (lit, I) is
a momentum-dependent normalization factor which
is important in satisfying the sum rules.
For simplicity we set Z, (lkl) = 1 for k, & 0& 0,
+ (k, —k, ) and Z,(lkl)= 0 anywhereelse. Theabove
form of Z, will be taken in account from now on
by introducing the proper integration limits in
Eq. (18). We would like 'to point out here that
this is a crude approximation for Z1 which under
estimates g~,'~ by at least a factor of 2.
Now let us compare the strength g", ~ of the 6-
function interaction with the interaction strength
from our Hamiltonian, First note that for K= 0
in (16) only BCS terms enter the computation of
G,(k,Q —k, ; k,). Thus, the interaction between
rotons of opposite momenta becomes
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(2)
p ~1&" 1&1= t p I = &0
5P,(cos8)P„-P „PPP -~,
(22)
&"(I~I, lpl)
= —2j,(ka)j,(Pa) —[(k2+ P')/kP]
xh[io(IP —k I o) -j.(IP+ k I s)] —3j,(ko)j, (P~)I
+
—;[j,( ( p+ k ( a) +jo( ] p —k ( a) ] j—,( ka)j, (pa) .
(21)
Here the j,.'s are spherical Bessel functions.
Since we are interested in momenta k and p
lying between k, = 1 A ' and k, + (k, —k, ) = 3 A '
and since
~U~~ ~0.25 in this region, '" it is a good
approximation to set f"~( ~k ~, ~ p ~ ) = 1. If we further
assume that ~k) = )p[ so that the two quasipar-
ticles are treated as a two-body system, with
center-of-mass motion zero, X~'~(~k~,
~p~) be-
comes a function of k alone shown in Fig. 2 (see
also Appendix B}. Remember that our calcula-
tions are based on a purely microscopic model
with only one parameter, the diameter of a He
atom.
We see from Fig. 2 that the interaction between
quasiparticles is indeed attractive in the momen-
tum region corresponding to the roton dip and also
exhibits a minimum there. If we assume that
most of the interaction takes place in a narrow
momentum region around the roton dip, i.e. ,
)p( -=~k~ = k„ then (20) becomes
E~ = P,'„k'/(4p, sinh'X), p„, = —'(p, —p,),
X = @K''/(p, ko i Vo i ),, (25)
where p, , is the effective roton mass, ~ V, ~ the
Landau-Khalatnikov interaction strength of the
5 function, and p, and p, the momenta of the
two rotons under consideration. For our case
P ] = ko and K& 0 we find for
our crude approximation &"~(~%~, ~p~)= —-', (see
Fig. 2). Since for all practical purposes G, in
(16) can be solved exactly with our potential, we
investigated the validity of our approximation by
actually computing the quantity G', (~ R, ~, 0) (see
Appendix A). Choosing g as a pa. rameter in this
computation we obtained the experimentally
determined" roton-roton binding energy for a
value of g which is 10 times smaller than the one
given by our model g = 4mak'/m.
If we choose in Eq. (18) a more accurate ex-
pression for Z, (k), our potential is about 5 times
too large or the Green's-function formalism in
the present form is too simple minded, or both.
A more careful analysis of this situation is the
goal of this section. We proceed as follows.
Using a 5-function interaction and the two
roton wave function proposed by Landau and
Khalatnikov" (symmetrized planewave states)
together with the experimental energy spectrum
for rotons, Yau and Stephen" (YS) calculated the
scattering matrix not only in the Born approxi-
mation" but to all orders. Their result for the
binding energy is
g'"= gd'(k„k, ) . (23)
which has the form postulated by RZ. Our inter-
action strength g' is defined by K&1A ' E '=k 'y. i V pk'/4v'k'K'
K&1A-':
(26a)
Comparing ourg" with the g4' of RZ we find Esvs = 2(k', k'/2po} exp(-2vKh'/k', pJ V, )) . (26b)
g,' = -0.12x10 "erg cm',
g"~= -2.1x 10 "ergcm'.
(24)
One might think at first glance that the difference
of 20 in interaction strength is a consequence of
By comparison, (RZ) obtained
0. ERz k4
~
~+(2)P/4&2@2
K&1A '
E~ =2D exp(-2vKh'/ko y,~g,"'~),
(27a)
(27b)
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FIG. 2. Quasiparticle interaction resulting from our
microscopic model.
where D is the energy difference between the peak
and the dip of the excitation spectrum which is of
order (k,k)'/2p, The strong resemblance be-
tween (26) and (27) is due to the fact that both
authors are essentially studying a simplified two
quasiparticle system with 5-function interaction.
The fact that the two expressions are not exactly
the same is not a result of the different computa-
tional techniques used —RZ utilized Green's func-
tions, Yau and Stephen scattering-matrix formal-
ism —but rather a consequence of the different ap-
proximations employed. In fact the T-matrix ap-
proach will lead to the same binding energy as ob-
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tained by HZ provided that the same cutoff in mo-
mentum space is used. This has been shown by
Iwamoto. "
Using 5-function interaction YS also investi-
gated roton scattering. They found an upper bound
on the collision frequency which is independent
of the interaction strength, and four times small-
er than the observed collision frequency. From
this they concluded that the 5-function interaction
is unphysical. For such a conclusion to be mean-
ingful, it must be independent of the computation-
al techniques used. Without deeper know1. edge,
the similarity of the results (26) and (27) would
suggest that this is the ease. Actually RZ have
not mentioned the collision frequency in their
initial papers" although it can be obtained straight-
forwardly from their results (in a later paper"
they come to the same conclusion} and turns out
to be exactly the same in form and magnitude as
the one computed by YS. Thus the interaction
strength g&'~ found by Ruvalds and Zawadowsky
is a parameter that is determined on one hand by
the momentum space cutoff and on the other hand
by matching the physical entities (Raman spec-
trum, collision frequency) to be calculated. Un-
fortunately, it is not possible to find a, g4~" which
gives the correct value of the collision frequency
in the context of a theory based on 5-function in-
teraction. Such an interaction strength is an ef-
fective one, and might be only remotely related
to the interaction strength associated with a physi-
cal potential.
The question arising now is: Would our inter-
action potential lead to the corr ect results if it
mere employed in a more accurate computational
scheme'P For this purpose me shall compare our
potential with what is considered a more physical-
potential than the 5-function interaction. Several
authors" "have proposed the form
V(r) = (&8'/~)[8(p, r)(r p.)/r' —p, p, /r'],
the Fourier transform of which is
(28a)
V(q) = (4'}I'/ma')[-, ' a'p, p, —a'(p, q)(p, q)/q'].
(28b)
Here p, and p, are the momenta of the two incom-
ing rotons, q is the momentum transfer, m and
a are the mass and the diameter, respectively,
of a He atom, and A = 3.8 A' is a constant mhich
has been chosen in accordance with Ref. 20. The
above potential represents, for example, the in-
teraction due to the backflow fields of two spheres
moving in a fluid far apart, from each other " It
also can be understood from phonon-induced ro-
ton-roton interaction. "' First we observe that
the interaction strength 4' K'/ma' associated
with (28) is of the same order of magnitude as
ours, g =4waR'/m.
VS estimated the binding energy of two rotons
interacting via potential (28). They took as varia-
tional function with d symmetry
V = (4v5a/m}(1 ——,' a' k p} (80a)
$( r~ —I'2) = Q exP 'L P( I'I —I'2)IIPP2(cos8~),
(29)
and chose II~ = [(p —j'p, )'+ y'] ', where r is a varia-
tional parameter. Assuming that potential (28)
vanishes for r & b corresponding to a breakdown
in the hydrodynamic approximation, they found
(after minimizing with respect to y and choosing
6 = 5 A) a binding energy of 0.4 'K in good agree-
rnent with the experiment. It is important to ob-
serve that potential (28} goes to zero at least as
fast as r ' for r & b. On the other hand the 5-func-
tion interaction is cut off in the momentum space.
This always leads to spherical jsessel functions in
configuration space, meaning that the potential
actually used, behaves like r ' for r —~ rather
than 5(r)! This must be part of the reason why
the interaction strength (28), although an order
of magnitude larger than the one proposed by HZ,
leads to approximately the same binding energy.
Qn the other hand, as demonstrated by Toigo, ' in-
teraction (28) leads to a collision frequency which
is an order of magnitude smaller than the observed
one. From these observations YS concluded that
the long-range attractive part leads to an explana-
tion of the binding energy of two rotons, but is
not important in the scattering of two rotons.
They expect that roton-roton scattering must
arise from the short-range interaction between
rotons and, provided the short-range potential is
not too weak, the upper bound of the collision fre-
quency mill be independent of the strength of the
potential, but its range will be important. They
tested the latter hypothesis mith different types
of potentials. For example, V(r) = „Vr & acnd
V(r) =0, r&c, with c =2 A, and they found a colli-
sion frequency in good agreement with experiment.
For different shapes of the short-range potentials
the results did not vary significantly.
What can we learn from these facts'7 Since the
binding energy is determined by the attractive
long range behavior of the interaction, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the dominant contribution
to the bound states comes essentially from the
forward scattering. Thus if we compare the BCS
part of our potential (9) assuming f '-'(Ik I, [p I) = 1
wl'tll tile BCS par't of (28), we !lave fQI' lleal'ly foI'-
wa d scattering
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V =—(4wAS'/ma') (-~a'kp ), (30b)
where p and k are incoming and outgoing ra.omenta,
respectively. Equation (30b} has been derived
from Eq. (28a) casting it into second quantization
by evaluating the integral
dxjdx~lj) x~ $ x ~ D x~ —x ~ $ x~ $ x
~x, ' ex,
For jp=q=2 A ', the region of interest, the two
brackets in Eq. (30) lead to -~ and -~ respectively,
which means that the resemblance of (30a) to the
physically tested potential (30b) is a rather close one.
The momentum dependence shown in (30a) and
(30b) could be interpreted, if one is willing to
adopt the notion of vortexlike entities for the
quasiparticles, as the cancellation of the back-
flow of two opposite moving rings. This lowers
the total energy of the two quasiparticles and
leads to bound states.
Examining now the short-range scattering, respon-
sible for the collision frequency, we observe that in
the region of interest, where we can assume f"
and h =—1, our interaction potential (9) and (10}
has very much the same form as (3) which repre-
sents the pseudopotential for hard spheres of dia-
meter a =1.2 A. Since the upper bound of the colli-
sion frequency is independent of the strength of
the interaction and the hard-sphere size is close
to the range used by YS our potential is bound to
lead to correct collision times. This we shall
show in the following Sec. IV.
The purpose of the above analysis was to rein-
force the conjecture that our interaction, although
apparently an order of magnitude larger than the
one used by RZ, is actually quite reasonable.
This conjecture will receive even stronger con-
firmation from the calculation of Sec. IV. The RZ
interaction is an effective one, geared to give the
right binding energy and to make the calculation
of the interacting two particle density of states
mathematically tractable. The result that with
our large interaction strength, the correct bind-
ing energy of the two rotons with opposite momen-
ta cannot be obtained correctly, seems to be a re-
sult of an over simplified use of the Green's-func-
tion approach. For example, the possibility of
virtual emission and reabsorbtion of rotons lead-
ing to a renormalized interaction strength has not
yet been taken into account. Thus, one should re-
interpret g4~' as a renormalized vertex strength.
An indication in favor of this interpretation is giv-
en by the work of Rajogopal, Bagchi, and Ruvalds"
in which the authors arrive at the qualitative con-
IV. ROTON-ROTON COLLISION FREQUENCY
Here we investigate whether the two-body po-
tential Hamiltonian (2) leading to the roton-roton
interaction mill give rise to a reasonable value
for the upper bound of the roton-roton collision
frequency v '. First we concentrate on the scat-
tering of a roton with momentum k, where (kJ =ho
with all the other rotons present in the liquid.
The collision frequency is given by
4&,K T&3,%3 fix«
i r(a, z - A,„n, )p
1 1 3 3
(31)
Here 2 (p, If —p„g, ) represents the scattering ma-
trix in the 4-momentum notation. T does not de-
pend on co,
,
nor &„,but will depend on k» k» K, 0
-=E (8=1). f(K-k, ) is the number of thermally
excited rotons per unit volume with momentum
K —k, . Because f(K -k, ) peaks at 0, we can re-
strict ourselves approximately to IK —k, I=A, . By
use of the optical theorem, "7 ' can be written
K-k3., k& fix«
lmT(kp' —k3; k,)f(K —k,).
Although the integral equation for T can be solved
exactly in principle for our case of a separable
potential (an integral equation of the same type
a,s we have for T has been solved explicitly in
Appendix A), we resort for the sake of simplicity,
to a,n approxima, tion procedure, the Lippmann-
Sehwinger variational method, "'"to solve for T,
which gives
2V (O, k~) (33)
where
elusion that a renormalization of the vertex func-
tion reduces the effective roton-roton interaction
strength by an order of magnitude, which gives
credence to our interaction strength. Further-
more, a Hartree-Fock calculation similar to the
one in Ref. 16c with our potential Eq. (9) shows
correctly a decrease of the roton gap with increas-
ing temperature. To obtain quantitative agree-
ment with the experiment we need an interaction
strength that is approximately 3 times larger than
ours, this is another indication for the correct
order of magnitude of our potential.
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P(K, E) = —~1 V'(k~-k~, k, }V ~ Eg~+EK k -E -iF (34)
I
0»», c 2V . V(p», Pl»pl)Pp Pt» Pp»Pp +p p'»
p& p2 pjt
V(k' —k k ) =g[cos(l kl —ks I &) —(uk'"l /I "s —"sl }
x~,(lk;-k, lu)]. (35)
with
lpxl = ~0» I pal =~0» I pml= ~o» I px+p2 pal =~0
In Eqs. (31)-(33) I k, l =k, . This means together
with I K- k, I =—)t, that E a 2E,. With latter condi-
tion E& 2EO it follows, as explicitly shown in
Appendix C, formula (C19), that for our purpose
k,' in (34) will be restricted to Ik,'I =—k, . Thus we
must add to the solution (33) and (34) the condi-
tions
IK-k31=—ko» ER 2Eq .
Before going any further, we must show where
our interaction V(k,'-k„k, ) in (35) comes from.
The roton-roton interaction arising from the
terms in H that have not yet been diagonalized,
are V~~(k, q} and V""(k, q) shown in (9). V""(k,q)
differs from V '(k, q) only by the fact that
/"'(Ikl, I ql ) i»ep»ced by f'"(Ikl I ql)
ever as can be seen from the actual computation
later in (47) and from Appendix C formula (C26)
the contribution from these two terms to T ' are
entirely negligible compared with the contribution
of all possible nonpair terms in Eq. (10). Thus
the interaction responsible for the roton collision
frequency is given by H„. , (10}. For our purposes
it can be simplified further to
Now we return to the calculation of r '. From
(33) we obtain
2$;(K, g v'(0, k, )
(40)
where I', and I', are the real and imaginary parts
of P. An upper bound for -ImT(k, K —k„k,) cer-
tainly is given by
-ImT '"(k, lf —k„k,) =2V'(0, k, )/F (K, E) .
Thus with (32) and (41) v „',„ is given by
~.';. =4 g v'(0, 5,)f (p.)[F.(K, E)1 ',
P2
where from (34) P, (K, E) becomes
E2(KE) = sfpg' »V'(P P~P~»)(2v '
x 6(Ep+E»K p E) . -(43)p~ K- ,
In the case of a 6-function interaction (see Ap-
pendix C)
=1 AV(k» p}P|PqPp, kP, g,|),g, k (37)
where V(k, p) is given by (35).
%e did not impose any restriction on the sum-
mation in Eq. (37) in contrast with (10). The
reason is the following: from (36) it follows that
I pl = I ql =—I p+kl —= I q- kl = k„ therefore we can
drop the restrictions peO, qe0, p+kw0, q-ke0.
Furthermore p+q =0 and p+k =q lead to exactly
the V (k, q) and V""(k,q) terms discussed be-
fore, which means we can drop the restrictions
p+qtO, p+kWq. The only term that should be
excluded is k=O. But since k=0 gives rise to
V" '(0, q) and thus contributes negligibly to the
evaluation of 7 ' we dropped the restriction
k~0 in order to obtain a simple expression for
H„, , Since U~ ~0.06, it is a good approxima-
tion to set all U', and V„' equal to zero and thus
h(p, q, p+k, q —k)=1. Expressing (37) in a more
suitable form by replacing p- p„q-p, „p+k- p,',
and q-k+p, +p, -p,' we obtain
V(p,' —p„p,)- Vo =- V(0, ko) =g(1 —Sam»C)
and (43) becomes as shown by Solona et aL (see
appendix A of Ref. 26):
E,(K, E) =4n;i.,v~ v;/[ I K I (2v)' j. (44)
These authors'6 did not employ the T-matrix
formalism, but computed the integral (43} in a
different context. For this particular interaction
it is an exact result that I"2 does not depend on E 1
From (42) and (44) we then obtain
.',.= „„QIKIZ(p.),
P2
in accordance with YS'0 and Solona et al. '6 With
our potential (35), we have shown in Appendix C
that E, (K, E) approximately becomes
(45}
F.(K, E) =~AV:/
which again has the same structure as the im-
proved results of YS' for the short-range poten-
tials. The E dependence is buried in the relative
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momentum p. Equation (42) thus becomes
, 2w-, k, P, dP, f(P, )4(ya V
+0k0 277 0
de 2 sin&82 cos&6
4wp,'f{p,) dp, , (48)
and defining n„, the total number of rotons per
unit volume, by
V
n„= {2 ), 4wP, f(p, )dP, ,
we finally arrive at
(49)
& mm = (&&w/po)&r ) & = g ~ (50)
-'
=4 Q I llKlf(p) (47)PP 0
P2
We also observe that the K=0 contribution to this
integral has zero weight. This is the contribution
of the BCS terms in the interaction, which ulti-
mately justifies the earlier remark that these
terms do not contribute anything. Integration of
(47) is now easily performed by remembering
that
1 p, l =k., K=p, +p. , p= 2(p, -p, ), ~df(p, )
strongly peaked around l p, l =k, .
Writing Eq. (47) more explicitly we have
Quantitatively and qualitatively, this result is in
reasonably good agreement with the experiments
by Brewer and Edwards" as pointed out by Vau
and Stephen" who obtained similar expressions
using several different trial Hamiltonians.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the hard-sphere model of
superfluid He leads to a roton-roton interaction
potential which contains to a. sufficient degree the
hard-core short-range features necessary to
produce a satisfactox"y roton-roton collision fre-
quency. Furthermore the size of our interaction
is compatible with other roton binding-energy
computations. ""'" The only parameter re-
quired to fix the interaction is the hard-sphere
radius a. Notice that short-range repulsive
properties of the two-body potential Hamiltonian
(2) result mainly from the nonpair terms as the
computation of the roton collision frequency re-
veals. This is consistent with the failure to
obtain a good pair correlation function based on
the pair terms alone as pointed out in Ref. 9.
It also indicates that the inclusion of the nonpaix
terms in such a computation should improve the
pair correlation function as mentioned in the
same reference.
APPENDIX A
The integral equation to be solved is [see Eq. (16)]
G, (k,K-k, ; k, ) =(i(2w)'[5'(K —k, —k, ) + 5'(k, —k, )] G(k, )G(K —k, ) + i(2w) 'G(k()G(K-k, )
x dq, V(k, K-k„q, K-q, )G, (q3K-q3; k, ).
We only need to find G,' (lk, l, 0}[see Eq. (15)]. The potential is of the form
V(q, -q. ) = g 4'~ ' (I q, I, I q. I) &,* (q, )&(.(q, ) .
The vertex function in (Al) becomes
V(k K-k q K-q )= V(k, K —k„q,K —q, )
g Y,* 0, A~'~( k, , q, F, q, +A.~" k, , K-q F, K-"qs
v,.(+=a, )h"'tlk-k, l, lt(, I)r.tir. )&"'(IK-k, l, IK-t(, lv. t&-s)l}, (a()
where the symbols K-" q mean (K-q)/(lK —q l). Thus for K= 0 we have
V(k, -k„q, -q, ) = gZ& (lk, l, lq3l)[y(*(k, )+ &(*(-k()][v( {q,)+F( (-q, )].4
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Equations (Al), (A4), and definition (15)lead to
n,' (I)&, l, n)=i d, f n(d)n(n-d))'~($)(r;„(&)+r'( )( )Id-td„dn;,
+i 2 2, G(k, )G(n-k, )F, (k&)[Y&*(k&)+ Y~n(-k&)] d(d„dn„
dd (Ik, l Ikl)(f n, (dn d dl)-' ll', )[(' ()),) ~ ); ( )(,)]dd;-d dtdn;, ))ddd2(2w '
{A5)
we obtain for /= 1, 3, 5, . . .
G, (Ik, i, n)=0,
and for L =0, 2, 4, . . .
G,' (I k, i, n)=G',"' (IR, I, Q) +-,'IG", " (Ik, i, n)
(A6)
(AQ)
The decomposition in integral equations for each
angular momentum component is a considerable
simplification of the problem and is a result of the
fact, that for K=0 our problem is of spherical
nature and therefore I and m are good quantum
numbers to describe the situation. We shall solve
(AS) with a separable kernel of the form
&"&(Ik, I, Ik. I) =Q ~,f,"'(Ik& I }f';"(lk.I) kf&'"
For the simplest case where M, =1, we set
g~&»(ik&i, ik, i)=g"&v(lk&i)v(lk. i),
and obtain from (AS)
G' (lk I n)=G'"' (ik, i, n)+G,"" (Ik, i, n)g"'
gA, ' k, , k4 G2 k4, 0 k'ad@4,
(AS)
where G,"&' (I k, I, Q) is given in analogy with Eq.
(15) by
nt'~(li, l, n)=, ', fdd, dn-„
&& G(k, )G(n-k, )F, (k&)[Y&n (k, ) + Y&n (-k, }].
F(n) =-&'&F' (n) for s=0 1 2
and thus (A14) leads to
(A15}
Gn™(n)=2F(n)/[I -g"&E(n)] for 1=0, 2, 4, . . . .
(A16)
For the case where M, &1 we shall drop the sub-
scripts Em for simplicity and writep and P' for ik, I
From (AB) and (A10)
G.(P. Q) =G,"'(P, Q)+ 'g G."'(P, n) P-o;f;(P}
We define
f, (P')G.(P', n)P" dP'.
0
{A17)
&'&E& (n) = ', [V(iki)]'G(k)G(n —k)(2&l)'
x Y, (k)F& (tl}dk'. (A13)
The above cutoff has been discussed in the text
around Eq. (19). We observe that the expression
(n&E& "(Q) in (A12) only exists without employing
any cutoff, if &&'" (iki, Iki) falls off faster than 1/k.
Thus in the BZ model (5-function interaction) one
cannot even obtain such an expression for the
binding energy without employing a cutoff.
Integrating (A12) over k', dk, leads to the quantity
Gli)){n) 2 &0&yldn{n)
+2g&»(&»ZI™(n))'/[I—g&'& &'&Z'(n)]
(A14)
actually investigated by RZ. We see that the mo-
mentum cutoff becomes absolutely necessary, in-
dependent of the form of the potential employed.
With the above cutoff the RZ result is finally ob-
tained by assuming a &-function interaction, i.e.,
V(k) -=l. Eq. (A13}gives
«(lk, l) "'~l™(n)/[I-g&" "~"(Q)],
(A12)
where "&E& (Q) for s =0, 1, 2 is defined by
A;(Q) = Jl f&(P)Gn(P, Q}P'&fP
and rewrite (AIV)
(A18)
=
~,"'(P, Q)+ 'gG-."'(P, Q) p atft(PPt(n}.
(A19)
(„) ", "f;( )f,( ) ' („)g
'(2tt)' .', Q-2c, +iI'
(A23)
Inserting (A19) into (A18) leads to 1V coupled al-
gebraic linear equations for the R unknowns At(Q}
of the form
&;(Q) = J( f,(P)G,"'(P, n)P'dP. —.'g g,&,(n)
; p 6,'O' P, 0, p P dp, A20
a=-~, (n), F-=F,.(n), R(n) -=R,(n).
Equation (A20) then becomes
a = 2F+R(Q)a
and the binding energy is given by
Det[I —R(Q}]= 0.
For %=I and at=g"'/g (A26) leads to
(A24)
,'G,"'—(P,Q) = [4tt/(2~)'](Q —2~, + il') '. (A21}
" f', (P)P'dP
(2tt)' Q —2&~+i I'
Equation (A20) can be written in a more compre-
hensive way by defining the following quantities:
" ft(P)P'dP(2v)', Q-2e, +f1 *
in complete agreement with (A12) and (A16). In
order to gain some familiarity with the general
case we calculate (A26} for &=3 which contains
al.ready all the features of the general case that we
are interested in. %e arrive at
0 = Det[ I-R(Q)] = -R» -R» -R„~(R»R„-R„R»)
+(R„R» —R„R2,}+(R„R„—R,3R3,)+(R, R, —R R )R
+(R21R» —R2~R31)Rt~+ (R31R22 —R21R»)R 3. (A28)
If we approximate R;,(Q} by choosing a, ll f;(P)
ft(ko} which —together with the momentum cutoff
represents the RZ model. , (A28) becomes
0 = Det[I —R(Q}]= 1 —R„—R» —R„. (A29)
All. the brackets in (A28) are zero as can easily
be seen with the definition (A23}. Thus we obtain
ao-uj p2 dp N=
(2) n 2 ig0 p
Above consideration can obviously be generalized
to any N. In particular to N=. Since
once f;(P) is not held constant any more. This
has been done numerically. We used the separable
form of A. ta'(( k[, ~p[) given in Appendix 8 (814).
Calculating the determinant in (A28) to the same
order of accuracy to which Wong and Huang cal-
culated their excitation energy involves a 12 ~ 12
matrix for R;, =gF, ,(Q)&, . Since I'=0.07'K and
2&~ —0 =—0.4 K we can neglect the imaginary part
in our computation. Keeping the binding energy,
2&~ -Q =—0.4'K, constant we find the g that satis-
fies (A28) is about two times smaller than the one
Ileeded itl tile 6-function case (A29)-(A32) to sa'tls-
fy (A32).
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Eq. (A30) reads
I - gt "E(Q}= 0,
which leads to the same solution as (A16). This
is expected because the formalism developed here
is valid for any separable potential. The impor-
tant point therefore is to estimate how much the
terms in the brackets of (A28} deviate from zero,
For the caiculatlon of lt""(Lkl, Iql} =-~t2'(tt', q) ln
(21) we recall the following definitions":
P."(ll) =(1 —ll') ~ d P„(ll),
(81)
The expressions cos([k —q[a) and j,()k —q~a) can
then be decomposed" into
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cos ([k —(/[a) Therefore the integral to be calculated is
= Q(2/+1)T', (/1)j, (ka)j, (qa)
«=0
2A. (2)(k q) = dp, P (p. }
1
(2/+ 3)T,'(/1 )j„,(ka)j(„(qa),kq
j,{lk -(/la) = = Q (2/+3)7') (/1) j((ka)j) (qa}.Qkq
(83)
x cos q-k Q — J& q —ka
(/ —k
(84)
With the substitution
~q -k~ = {q'+k' —2qkp, )'~', g =—cosa,
and Eqs. (82) and (83) we arrive at
r d/1 p, (I1) g(2/+1)q'&(u)j)(ka)j((qa)- k Z (2/+3)1')(/1)&1.1(ka)j(.&(qa)
Ik-(/I' ~
1=Q g
Z(» &)7'l(~~)i()~)i,. (z ))...kq
d/1 P2(u) g(2/+1)&&(/ )j((ka)j((qa)+ " p(2/+3) p)„,(V)j...(ka)j&., (qa)
I 0 «««Qq
-)', (v )E (2) + 3) I'„,(~)i. .(&~)i. .(e.~)).
«=- o
k2+q 1
=2j,(ka)j, (qa) k — (2/+3)jl. ,(ka)&1., (qa) d/1 p. (l ) P1.—, (~)Q' «-o 8 jL
+g(2/+3}jg.,(ka)ji. i(qa) ~/1 I', (/1}&k(/1) — /'1. ,(P)9
«= {j
Partial integration then finally leads to a separable form given by
-2{k'+q') (4/+ 3)j„„(ka)j„„{qa)+ 2 Q (4/+ 1)j„(ka)j„(qa)—4j,(ka)j,(qa) .kq «=3, (Ba)
%ith the help of'2
(S) 'j...(Z)=(»+3) 'j...(Z)+(2)1+3) 'i.(&)
—i, (q )(i.()a) ~i.(&~)1). (811)
With the 1tldex trsnsformstton / /+ 1 (Bl1) csn
be rewritten
2a (k' +q') Q j„,(qa)[ j„(ka)+j,1,(ka)](«=1
(a~i) i, (&(~)+i (H)). .
we transform the first term in (88) into
-2a k2+ Q j„„(qa)[j„„(ka)+j„(ka)],
«=l
(810)
-2a(k'+q') r
(~j„„(qa)[j„„(ka}+j„(ka)]~ =Q
j.(I~+Xi ) = g(2/+1)(+1)'j, (~)j,(X),
«=0
vrhich leads to
(815)
Combining the j»(ka) terms in (Bll) and (812) we
obtain
gi, ( (ka)[j,&,{qa) +j»., (qa)]
+i, (a )i,() ) i, (q )(i.()' ) ~i.( )I)-. )
{813)
Using (89) again and inserting the result in (88)
me finally obtain an expression that essential. ly
only contains spherical Bessel functions of even
order:
—4j2(ka) j2(qa) + ( /2a)(kq'+ q2) j,(qa) j,(ka)
g (4/ + 1)j.)(ka )j.)(qa).2k (814)
Expression (814) was used for numerical com-
putations. With
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2[j.(l~+yl)+j. (l ~-yl)] = P (4f+1)j.l(~)i»{y),
(S18)
'[jo(l&-yl) —j,(l&+y()] = Q (4l+3)j„„(x)jl {y),i=o
ai b)
mome ntum-
exchange
and in the case that q = k, we find
2A."'(k, k) = —1+3jo(2kot) —2 j'0(kz)
+12j', (ks) -4jo2(ka).
APPENDIX C
Using the approximations discussed in Sec. IV,
we shall calculate here the expression [see Et(.
(43)]
& (K,E) = (2 } dp" v'( IP —O' I P P')
(Cl)x5(E;+Ex,-, —E),
where as a matter of convenience we have used
a slightly different notation for the potential,
given by
v{
I pl —pl I P.p:) =«cos{ I pl —Pl Is)
—{splpl/I p, —P[l)j,(l p, —Pl I s)]
Since lp, I =k, in our problem, we obtain for zero
momentum exchange
Vo = V(0, k,') =g{1——', a'k'0). (C3
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) define the symbols we shall
use during our computation. With dp,"
py dpi' dcosO dp and the usual approximation
equation (88) can easily be transformed into
expression used in the text
»"'(k, q) = —4j,(ks)i.(es)
+ 2[ 0 [j.(le+
klan)
+j.(l e —
klan)]
-j.(ku) i.(Ve))
2(k'—+ q')/kq [2 [io(l q - klan) -jo(le+ klan)]
—3j,(k )i,(~s)] (»8)
FIG. 3. {a) and {b) Illustrations to geoxnetrical
identities used in the text.
E,= &,+ (k —k,)'/2ilo
for the excitation spectrum in the roton region
we obtain for Eq. (C1), using the notation lp, l=p»
etc. ,
r
Po 0 7f II pl dpldcose dip V ( I pl —pl I, p p )
x5(2 p,o(2no —E) + (p,' —k,)'
+ [(IP +p,"—2Ep,'cos8)' ~' —k, ]'). {C5)
rP max
&2= A(2 is ~ dtdplplV {IPl-Pll~plpi)+J ~ps min1
x
I 1 ~k,[2i,(E —2~,)-(p,'- k,)']-'"I, («)
with the restrictions
Plmin
:ko +Q ) Q —= 2p, o(E —2+0)l
Plmax
2k, [4u.,(E 2g)]'"&f~&[4io(E-2g)]'".
(C7)
(C8)
The direction of p,' in V' of {C6) is now, as far
as the angle 8 is concerned a function of E, p,',
and E. For p', ;„&p',&p', ,„ the inequality
1&kol[2ilo(E —2n ) - (P', —ko) ] 'i'I
holds. Thus with
P, =P;+P;
we arrive at
(C10)
For the d cosa integration we follow Solona et al.26
(Appendix A) and obtain
off(2v)3 P pl pl [2il (E 2~) (pi k )2]l lo '
J.min
Now we investigate the dip integration. From Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we have
q =pl +pl —2plpl cos'g~
cosg= cos~ cosP+ sin8 sinP cosy,
(C11)
(C12)
(C13)
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and defining
4 =
-2',' sin8 sinP,
8 =p', +p,"—2pp,' cosecosP,
we obtain emphasinng the y dependence only
(C14)
(C15)
Thus (Cl 1) becomes
2kDI10v &immix, , V [(A cosy+ E) ~2, p p']
K(2v)' p'p' [2I1,(E —24,) —(p,' —k,)']'" '&incan (C17)
E &2n —= 2E(ko),
with (C7), this immediately leads to
Ip', I -=k..
(C18)
(C19)
The dp', integration can be performed easily by
noticing that for any function f (p', ) that is well
behaved atp', =-k,. %e have
P@cfj./2 f (Pl) dP',
»m Ji [2 (E 2~g' (p'i kg2]1' =vf(kd~
therefore (ClV) becomes
As pointed out in Sec. 1V (36) it is a good approx1
mation to choose
leading to a momentum exchange
(A cosy +E)'~'=2p sin —',y, (C25)
with (C3), (C23), and (C25) we obtain for (C21)
F- 4k'I a' q.
K(2x)'
xJ dq (cos(magasin-', p)*
2yL2@P s~gp
2Qp Sln2Q
x(1--',a'k$ '. (C26)
It is nice to observe that for the hard-core para-
meter a- 0 (6-function interaction) (C26) becomes
2 2 w 7I
F2= ' '„dy V'[(A cosy+E)' 'p, p',,]&j ~-w
(C21)
Furthermore, inserting (C18) and (C19) into the
6 function 111 (C5) we ob'tai11
which is identical with expression (44). By com-
parison of integral (C26) with Fig. 3(b) we see that
lim ' dy[ ]'
cos8 = K/2k, . (C22)
With (C19) and (C22) we learn from Fig. 3(b) that
the angle 5= —,'v. And since Ip, I =k, we also have
n= 2g, implying p=—(9. Prom these facts, we im-
d t ly bt
pgpg = gK +p cos+y
w"ere p = Ipl is the relative momentum defined m
»g. 3(b). Furthermore 2 and E under these con-
44tlonsq 5= Of. =
~2 axld p= g are given by
lim
constitute the contributions of the terms V" (Og)
and y'" (%,j) and therefore have the measure zero
as mentioned in Sec. IV. %e proceed with an ap-
proximate d~ integration in order to obtain a qual-
i.tative picture of E,. Setting
apy =x» sin2cp —= 2q, j,(x)/x-=',j,(x), (-C28)
we arrive at
J ak2)-2 waydy' "= ' ' dx[cosx- —'j (x)a'[—'K'+p'cos(x/ap)]) ' (C29)
gtnce a = 2.17 A and p = sinpko we can put for a relatively wide range of p, cos(x/sp) ™1 as long as «v.
With (+)'+p'= k', we obtain therefore
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2k 2 2 2()2
dy ~ ~ ~ = dx [cosa '-j-,(x)a2k22]2,
aP 0
(C30)
c (ra() ak,dx cos'*+ ')'(x)-, 'k', cos(x)(,(x)).
QP gp 9
(C3l)
A good approximation of above integral for a wide
range of P is
k 2k2 -2 dr(k2
dx cos*(x) —&rla'k', (1-la'k 2 ),
"0
fore
7f 3r
J dP
~ .
5ap (C33)
(C32)
with k, =1.95 A ', a=2.17 A, and p k, the cos-
integral in (C32) is practically negligible. A func-
tionally good approximation of Eq. (C32) is there- F2= (p2kgoapK) V2. (C34)
Defining c( = —, and substituting result (C33) to-
gether with n in expression (C26) we finally ob-
tain
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